Physiology and electrical activity of uterine contractions
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Abstract

Presently, there is no effective treatment for preterm labor. The most obvious reason for this anomaly is that there is no objective manner to evaluate the progression of pregnancy through steps leading to labor, either at term or preterm. Several techniques have been adopted to monitor labor, and/or to diagnose labor, but they are either subjective or indirect, and they do not provide an accurate prediction of when labor will occur. With no method to determine preterm labor, treatment might never improve. Uterine electromyography (EMG) methods may provide such needed diagnostics.
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1. Introduction

Throughout pregnancy, a woman’s uterus is essentially quiescent, while the cervix is rigid and closed. Normally at term, when the fetus is fully developed, the cervix then softens and dilates, and the uterus contracts vigorously to expel the fetus. However, in about 10% of pregnancies, these changes in the uterus and cervix occur earlier and result in preterm birth. Premature birth (and the attendant complications) is among the greatest health problems in the world today, and contributes to about 85% of all perinatal deaths [1–3]. Preterm infants with birth weights less than 2500 g represent about 10% of the total number of babies born each year.

At the moment, there is no effective treatment for preterm labor. The key to treatment and prevention of preterm labor is early diagnosis.

2. Theoretical basis for electrical and physical activity

Uterine contractility is a direct consequence of the underlying electrical activity in the myometrial cells [4]. Spontaneous electrical activities in the muscle from the uterus are composed of intermittent bursts of spike action potentials [5]. Uterine volume
(chronic stretch) and ovarian hormones (principally estrogen) contribute to the change in action potential shape through their effect on resting membrane potentials [6,7]. Single spikes can initiate contractions, but multiple, higher-frequency, coordinated spikes are needed for forceful and maintained contractions [5].

The action potentials in uterine smooth-muscle result from voltage- and time-dependent changes in membrane ionic permeabilities. In longitudinal [8] and circular muscles of the uterus [9] the depolarizing phase of the spike is due to an inward current carried by Ca$^{2+}$ ions and Na$^+$ ions [10]. In preterm uterine muscle, the well-known "plateau-type" action potential may be due to a combined effect of a sustained inward Ca$^{2+}$ or Na$^+$ current and a decrease in the voltage-sensitive outward current [11].

The primary mode for elevation of Ca$^{2+}$ is voltage-gated L-type channels, which are regulated by agonists. The increase in Ca$^{2+}$ produces Ca-calmodulin and activates myosin light chain kinase. This phosphorylates myosin and a contraction occurs. The Na–Ca exchanger, along with the plasma membrane Ca-ATPase, both remove Ca$^{2+}$, with 30 and 70% of the total efficacy, respectively [12]. The sarcoplasmic reticulum facilitates relaxation by releasing Ca$^{2+}$ to the outgoing ion pathways, and also increases the rate of this process. The outward current causing re-polarization (studied in detail in longitudinal and assumed for circular muscles) is carried by K$^+$ ions and consists of a fast (voltage-dependent) and slow (Ca$^{2+}$-activated) component [5,10]. There is contention that the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca$^{2+}$ targets K$^+$ channels of the surface membrane and thus inhibits excitability, contributing to uterine relaxation. Some proteins have also been shown to control the electrical properties of the myometrium. The BK channel [13] and contractile activators [14] are examples (see England, 2007, this issue).

Isolated myometrial tissue studies (using microelectrodes or extracellular electrodes) have demonstrated the connection between electrical events and contractions [15,16]. The frequency, amplitude, and duration of contractions are determined mainly by the frequency of occurrence of the uterine electrical bursts, the total number of cells that are simultaneously active during the bursts, and the duration of the uterine electrical bursts, respectively [5]. Each burst stops before the uterus has completely relaxed [5]. Agents that directly stimulate or inhibit uterine contractions do so by altering the electrical properties and the excitability or conductivity of myometrial cells.

### 3. Role of gap junctions in coordinated myometrial activity

Myometrial cells are coupled together electrically by gap junctions composed of connexin proteins [17]. This grouping of connexins provides channels of low electrical resistance between cells, and thereby furnishes pathways for the efficient conduction of action potentials. Throughout most of pregnancy, and in all species studied, these cell-to-cell channels or contacts are low, with poor coupling and decreased electrical conductance, a condition favoring quiescence of the muscle and the maintenance of pregnancy. At term, however, the cell junctions increase and form an electrical syncytium required for coordination of myometrial cells for effective contractions. The presence of the contacts seems to be controlled by changing estrogen and progesterone levels in the uterus [17].

This is demonstrated in the recording of human uterine electrical events (electromyographic signals or EMG) acquired from the abdominal surface during pregnancy [18]. There is little uterine electrical activity, consisting of infrequent and low amplitude EMG bursts, throughout most of pregnancy. When bursts occur prior to the onset of labor, they often correspond to periods of perceived contractility by the patient. During term labor and during preterm labor, bursts of EMG activity are frequent, of large amplitude, and are correlated with the large changes in intrauterine pressure and pain sensation.

### 4. Evidence for pacemaker cells

Studies have been performed in an attempt to find specific types of cells that may act as pacemakers for the human uterus [19]. None have been found so far. It has therefore been suggested that the spontaneous electrical behavior exhibited by the myometrium is an inherent property of the smooth-muscle cells within the myometrium. Few direct studies of this proposal exist, though some recent pacemaker electrophysiological studies [20] demonstrated potentials that seemingly originates from impaled myocytes. The concept of variable uterine pacemakers has been on the table for many years, originating when no specific pacemakers were found early on [16]. Apparently, any myometrial muscle cell is capable of acting as either a pacemaker or pacefollower [21].

Recently, these ideas have been born out, at least in a virtual sense, by successfully duplicating the observed action of the uterus, using a simulated myometrial model wherein the extent of electrical propagation, as well as the pacemaker current, could be varied. When the pacemaker activity was allowed to be generated randomly throughout the model, persistent and forceful contractions (not unlike in a laboring uterus) were generated [22].

Some early studies indicated that there may be a preferential direction of propagation in the human uterus [16,23]. For geometrical and physical reasons, this presumably could aid in the expulsion of the fetus if contractions propagate generally from the fundus toward the isthmus during active labor. This would support the notion that although there may not be a specific type of individual pacemaker cell, there may be general pacemaker regions later in gestation. But so far, no clear direct evidence of them has been found in humans, but perhaps the idea should be revisited, with more extensive studies being done which examine the fundus versus isthmus portions of the uterus, looking for regional electrochemical differences (e.g. ion currents, cellular resting and threshold potentials, gap junction density, etc. see especially Ref. [24]) or perhaps even hormonal- or protein-concentration differences in the different locations of the uterus that may be responsible for the onset of this directional-propagation phenomenon in late-gestation.
5. Interrelationship of the uterus and cervix

Some have described the cervix as an entirely separate organ, while many others consider it to be a specialized extension of the uterus. Indeed, there are similarities and differences: both the uterus and cervix appear to be regulated in part by prostaglandins [25], and both contain smooth-muscle tissue, which may contract [26,27], and both contain collagen as well. However, the cervix is composed mainly of collagen, with little muscle content, while the uterus is made up mostly of smooth-muscle tissue, with less collagen than the cervix. In fact, uterine electrical signals may actually propagate through the cervix too, and so any observed cervical contracting may actually be the result of “driving” by the electrically active uterus, at least early in gestation (when the cervix should remain closed) and prior to the onset of labor. After that, electrical coupling between the uterus and cervix may be inconsequential for normal term labor, with the forceful contractions of the uterus likely being strong enough during the later stages to overcome any passive (or active) resistance to dilation and delivery that the cervix may offer. Some studies supporting this have demonstrated that in late-gestation, either reduced or no electromechanical activity is observed from the human cervix [26,28]. However, the dynamic balance between the uterine and cervical forces would be critical in preterm labor, where the uterus is not as well developed and consequently the labor is less efficient.

Parturition is composed of two major steps (Fig. 1): a relatively long conditioning (preparatory) phase, followed by a short secondary phase (active labor) [29]. These two might also be separated by a critical “interim phase,” after which treatments for the prevention of labor may become ineffective. The conditioning step leading to the softening of the cervix takes place in a different time frame from that of the uterus, indicating that the myometrium and the cervix are regulated, at least in part, by independent mechanisms. In the myometrium, this preparatory process involves changes in transduction mechanisms and the synthesis of several new proteins including connexins, ion channels and receptors for uterotonins. At the same time, there is a down-regulation of the nitric oxide system, which leads to withdrawal of uterine relaxation. In the cervix, the transition involves a change in the composition of the connective tissue and the invasion by inflammatory cells.

Ultimately (at the end of the interim phase), these processes become irreversible, leading to active labor and delivery. Once active labor has begun, delivery might not be delayed for more than 5 days in humans, because the changes which occurred in the preparatory phase have by this time become well established and cannot be reversed, at any rate not with currently available tocolytics.

6. Non-invasive monitoring

6.1. Overview

The current state of the art in monitoring labor can be summarized as follows: intrauterine pressure catheters are limited by their invasiveness and the need for ruptured membranes; present external uterine monitors are uncomfortable, often inaccurate, and depend on the subjectivity of the examiner; methods now used do not make direct measurements of the properties that control both the function and state of the uterus or the cervix during pregnancy, and have not reliably predicted nor lead to treatment of preterm labor.

While a few currently used techniques [30] can identify some of the signs of oncoming labor, none of them offer objective data that accurately predicts labor over a broad range of patients. In forecasting preterm labor and delivery, the capability of the
Multiple preterm labor symptoms include cervical dilation and effacement, vaginal bleeding, or ruptured membranes. These signs are determined by a clinician, but they have had minimal success in reducing preterm labor rates over the past decade. Maximal uterine contractions represent the highest observed number of contraction events seen in any 10-min period. This is assessed by a clinician using a tocodynamometer (TOCO). However, TOCO has been shown to be unreliable as a predictor for preterm or even term labor ([33,34]; Fig. 2 A–C). The Bishop scoring system attempts to predict the success of induction by assessing five factors: position of the cervix in relation to the vagina, cervical consistency, dilation, effacement, and station of the presenting part. Bishop scoring has not lead to a reduction in preterm labor. The length of the cervix via endovaginal ultrasonography has been used to detect premature labor [35,36], with some limited degree of success. However, predictive values are obtained only after the onset of preterm labor. Other studies indicate that FFN has limited value for reducing preterm labor rates over the past decade.

Tests = multiple preterm labor symptoms (MPTLS), contractions >4 h⁻¹ (Cx ≥ 25 mm), fetal fibronectin (FFN+), salivary estriol (Salivary E3), uterine electromyographic activity (EMG), and light-induced fluorescence (LIF). Sensitivity and specificity are indicated by Sens and Spec and positive (PPV) and negative predictive (NPV) values for the various tests. Sens: sensitivity, Spec: specificity, PPV: positive predictive value, NPV: negative predictive value, MPTLS: multiple preterm labor symptoms, Cx: maximal uterine contractions (measured with TOCO); BS: Bishop score; Cx: cervical length (measured with ultrasound), CFFN: cervical fetal fibronectin test, EMG: non-invasive transabdominal uterine electromyogram, LIF: cervical light-induced fluorescence.

### Table 1

Comparison of technologies for predicting preterm labor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Sens</th>
<th>Spec</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>NPV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPTLS</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cx ≥ 4 h⁻¹</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>84.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS ≥ 4</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cx ≤ 25 mm</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>88.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFFN+</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>85.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>90.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tests = multiple preterm labor symptoms (MPTLS), contractions >4 h⁻¹ (Cx ≤ 25 mm), Bishop score > 4 (BS ≤ 4), cervical length < 25 mm (Cx ≤ 25 mm), fetal fibronectin (FFN+), salivary estriol (Salivary E3), uterine electromyographic activity (EMG), and light-induced fluorescence (LIF). Sensitivity and specificity are indicated by Sens and Spec and positive (PPV) and negative predictive (NPV) values for the various tests. Sens: sensitivity, Spec: specificity, PPV: positive predictive value, NPV: negative predictive value, MPTLS: multiple preterm labor symptoms, Cx: maximal uterine contractions (measured with TOCO); BS: Bishop score; Cx: cervical length (measured with ultrasound), CFFN: cervical fetal fibronectin test, EMG: non-invasive transabdominal uterine electromyogram, LIF: cervical light-induced fluorescence.

6.2. Uterine EMG acquisition and analysis

Both the electrical and the mechanical activity of the uterus – in various species [41], including humans [16] – have been recorded from the uterus directly. Our studies, as well as those of others [42,43], provide convincing evidence that uterine EMG activity can be appraised from non-invasive transabdominal surface measurements (Fig. 3), and can be a powerful tool in characterizing parturition.
Fig. 3. Typical uterine EMG setup includes abdominal surface electrodes, electrical filters/amplifiers and acquisition and analysis hardware/software. The EMG bursts that are responsible for uterine contractions are shown in clear temporal correspondence with the simultaneous TOCO output. However, the TOCO can only measure contraction rate and (crudely and inaccurately) contraction amplitude. The uterine EMG signals, on the other hand, can be analyzed by a number of sophisticated mathematical methods (power spectrum, wavelets, fractals, and artificial neural networks to name a few) in order to determine the extent of electrochemical preparedness of the myometrium for labor and subsequent delivery. [first published in “Garfield RE and Maner WL. Biophysical methods of prediction and prevention of preterm labor: uterine electromyography and cervical light-induced fluorescence–new obstetrical diagnostic techniques,” appearing in Preterm Birth: Mechanisms, Mediators, Prediction, Prevention, and Interventions. eds. Petraglia F, Strauss JF, Gabbe SG, Weiss G. 2007, Informa Healthcare.]

6.3. Recent uterine EMG applications

The non-invasive transabdominal uterine EMG method has been applied in a number of studies involving various patient types and employing numerous analytic methods. The following is a brief description of some of the newest results.

PDS has proved to be useful in quantifying uterine EMG [32]. Maternal age does not seem to affect uterine contractile electrical activity for patients at term and in labor when characterizing the activity with PDS. We have recorded uterine EMG non-invasively with electrodes from the abdominal surface in 40 laboring patients at term. Bursts of uterine electrical activity corresponding to contractions were analyzed with PDS analysis to find the greatest-magnitude peak residing in the 0.34–1.00 Hz range. No significant differences in the PDS peak frequency parameter were noted when women <35 years old ($n=34$) were compared to those ≥35 years old (0.49 ± 0.02 Hz versus 0.51 ± 0.06 Hz) or when women <30 years old ($n=31$) were compared to those ≥30 years old (0.49 ± 0.02 Hz versus 0.50 ± 0.04 Hz). No correlation was found between patient age and the PDS parameter.

Uterine EMG PDS peak frequency also does not appear to be affected by patient parity. We looked at uterine EMG in term laboring patients that were grouped into the following sets: parity = 0; parity = 1; parity = 2; parity > 2. Subsequently, a fifth group was formed for parity > 0. PDS peak frequency (mean ± S.D.) was as follows: 0.48 ± 0.11; 0.49 ± 0.07; 0.49 ± 0.09; 0.61 ± 0.17; 0.51 ± 0.10. No significant differences were seen between any of the groups. No correlation was found for patient parity and PDS peak frequency.

These studies imply that the PDS peak frequency variable may have more utility over other more traditional signal-diagnostic EMG parameters for the assessment of patient uterine activity both prior to and during the onset of labor, since variations in maternal age and parity from patient to patient will not adversely affect the analysis. This is consistent with recent animal studies [44] on uterine EMG. Similar examinations on other EMG parameters should also be performed.
Relatively new (that is, to applications in obstetrics) mathematical approaches such as wavelets, fractals, and neural networks, have all been applied to recorded uterine EMG signals for the purpose of assessing pregnant patients by looking, for example, at differences in labor versus non-labor signal qualities [45]. For instance, wavelets are a way of separating out frequency bands (wavelet “scales”) within signals. We have found that an energy transition from the lower wavelet scales to the higher wavelet scales occurs within 24 h of delivery in pregnant women. Similarly, fractal dimension (which is a way to characterize the amount of “waviness” in signals) also exhibits a change when patients transition from non-labor (ante-partum) to labor [45]. Such transition could prove valuable in differentiating between true and false labor and in predicting delivery. Artificial, or simulated, neural networks (NNs), on the other hand, are programs that use extremely new mathematical models or algorithms that recognize and identify patterns in data [46]. NNs were inspired by biological learning research. Biological learning occurs by example and is driven by information (data) methodologies, rather than rules. NNs also learn by themselves from the data, and do not need defined rules that describe problems, similar to the actual neurological function in living brains. Our most recent study showed NNs to be excellent at discerning labor [47].

These and other novel approaches to using uterine EMG data may one day make the technique routine for the monitoring and management of patients during pregnancy and parturition.

7. Conclusions

Diagnostic methods that have been shown to have greater predictive capability than the presently utilized and clinically accepted tests must also be seriously considered as viable candidates for clinical use. Such is seen to be the case for the uterine EMG device, when comparing its capabilities against those of other “predictive” technologies. Furthermore, none of the current tests can offer (during pregnancy and parturition) the direct objective measurement of both the function and the state of the uterus that the uterine EMG monitor provides the clinician. Such fundamental measurements, we believe, are essential for proper patient classification and management, and hence for proper treatments during pregnancy.

Physicians would likely already be using the uterine EMG and instrument in the clinic today if they were more familiar with its advantages. With further refinements, these tools could be routinely used with little or no training required for the practitioner. There is a tremendous need for, and potentially great benefits from, this technology. The implementation of it would likely lead to better patient care, with a corresponding reduction in infant mortality and morbidity.
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